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FSGetting the lead out Two new Thermocomp GR compos-ites from LNP Engineering Plastics,
(GE Advanced Materials) are formu-
lated to endure  thermal demands
of lead-free soldering, as in  IR
reflow soldering. A new grade, HT
Solder UF-1006, is based on
polyphthalamide (PPA). The HT
Solder ZF-1006, employs a matrix of
modified PPE). Both have 30%
glass filling, offer heat distortion
temperatures in excess of 260oC, a
halogen-free, eco-compliant, flame
retard package. Mould shrinkage
values are similar to polyester
materials.
Packaging
STMicroelectronics has one of the
smallest packages  on the market -
MLP8 2x3. UFDFPN8 Ultrathin,
Fine-pitch, Dual-Flat-Package No-
lead by JEDEC codification, the 8-
pin MLP8 2x3 is smaller than the
TSSOP8 3x3 by some 60%. TIt has
a 2mm width and 3mm length.
STMicro, says its 0.6mm height is
a real advantage for designers.
Photons teleport six km
Geneva University researchers
have transported qubits over 6km
of optical fiber. Quantum cryptog-
raphy signals cannot be refreshed
as copying them destroys their
data. Teleportation, neatly com-
pared to a fax machine for quan-
tum particles operates with a pair
of entangled photons,  linked so
their properties remain in step.
One of the pair is sent to the
receiver. The particle to be trans-
ported is brought into contact
with the sender’s half of the pair,
which destroys the original parti-
cle, turning the receiver’s half of
the pair into an exact replica.
Longer distances would need
quantum repeaters requiring
memory. Research is still trying
figure out quantum memory.
News Update
University of Michigan
researchers have explained
how and why using a femto-
second pulsed laser enables
extraordinarily precise nano-
machining.
The capabilities of  ultra-fast or
ultra-short pulsed laser have sig-
nificant implications, not only
for scientific research, but for
practical nanotechnology 
applications.
Driven by the want to use
ultra-fast lasers as a tool to
study structures within living
cells:“It turned out we could
push much farther than
expected and the applications
became broad, from microelec-
tronics applications to MEMS
and microfluidics,” says Alan
Hunt, assistant professor,
Department of Biomedical
Engineering.
One of the most perplexing
nanotechnology problems is
finding an efficient and pre-
cise way to build and machine
the tiny devices. The unique
physics of an ultra-short
pulsed laser used at a very
high intensity make it possible
to selectively ablate or cut
away features as small as
20nm, says Hunt.This is possi-
ble because of the physics of
how extremely short pulses of
light interact with matter;
specifically using femtosecond
pulses, a blast of light just a
quadrillionth of a second
long.
Currently, there is no easy way
to machine a wide variety of
materials on the nanometer
scale.The technique with capa-
bilities closest to ultrafast laser,
is electron beam lithography.
This does not allow machining
below the surface, or within a
material.
Photolithography is used to do
larger scale machining, but is
difficult to get to the nanome-
ter scale, requires specific mate-
rials and can generally only be
used on one plane. That means
channels on a chip cannot
cross without mixing, placing a
constraints on the microfluidics
and ‘lab on a chip’ designs.
But femtosecond pulse does
allow 3D machining, says Hunt.
“If we have three channels on a
plane, we can link the outer
two without cutting into the
center one, we can go down,
over and up, we can cut a U-
shape,” he said.“Not being con-
strained to one plane, the level
of complexity that can be
achieved is much greater.”
The nanomachining future
Chesapeake Government
Technologies Inc (now wholly-
owned subsidiary of WidePoint
Corp) and GigaBeam Corp are
forming of a strategic alliance
to jointly pursue business
opportunities in the federal
government marketplace.
The strategic alliance partners
will leverage their respective
strengths to accelerate govern-
ment access to and deployment
of GigaBeam’s 70GHz, 80GHz,
and 90GHz ‘wireless fiber’ prod-
ucts and breakthrough 
technology.
In particular, the companies
intend to initiate the process of
adding GigaBeam’s capabilities
to WidePoint’s recently award-
ed GSA schedule GS-00f-0022P
and to engage in joint market-
ing efforts.
Coming on the heels of
WidePoint’s recent acquisition
of Chesapeake, the latest agree-
ment adds a key offering to the
portfolio of diverse services
being assembled by WidePoint
and Chesapeake through strate-
gic alliances, partnerships, and
acquisitions.
“GigaBeam’s innovative use of
wireless technology to offer
reliable, cost effective Gig-E and
OC-48 bandwidth alternatives
to government entities and
landline-based fiber providers
will play a much-needed role in
the government secure commu-
nications mosaic.
“We believe that Lou Slaughter
and GigaBeam’s top-flight man-
agement team have built capa-
bilities that will help our 
federal customers reduce the
cost of ‘last mile’ connectivity,
while exceeding the service
levels of existing access
providers,” says Mark Fuller,
Chesapeake’s CEO.
GigaBeam Corporation was
founded by Lou Slaughter,
former CEO of Loea Communi-
cations Corp and Doug Lockie,
former EVP of Endwave Corp.
This was in response to the
FCC’s decision to open ‘E-band’
spectrum to commercial use,
allowing the development of
very high-speed data transmis-
sion capabilities.
Lockie, now president and the
CTO at GigaBeam, is an expert
in millimeter wave technology,
having authored or co-authored
more than nine patents in this
field.
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Confocal microscope for 2 photon-
suggestion from the amazing
equipment pictures gallery at:
femto lasers at www.physik.uni-
oldenburg.de/Docs/mobi/pictures
/gallery/tisa
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